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ANALYSIS FOR APPLICABILITY OF SUPPLIER SELECTION
TECHNIQUES IN HOTEL BUSINESS, ACCORDING TO OPERATION

OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Cevdet AVCIK{JRT], Ahnet KoRoĞLU', Murot D)ĞDUBAY 3 
, Mehnet SAR]}ĞLAN 4

Absıract - In order to be able to fulfill the seryice in holel managements, approximately 3000

dffirenl products are used,,Nhich means about 3000 differenl suppliers as well. Therefore, selection

techniques for dffirent suppliers shall be able to be used in hotel managements during .he supplying
process of different products. In ıhis study, ıheoretical feasibility of techniques (Llodelling of Supplier
Selection Problem Decision Tree Qs the Expert System, Process of Analytical Hierarchy in SeIeclion of
Suppliers, Process of Fwzy Aııalyiical Hierarchy in Selection of Suppliers, Model of Supplier
Selection According ıo Dffirent Product Groups, Selection of Suppliers with Fuzzy Axiomatic Design,

Selection of Suppliers wiıh Daüa Envelopment Melhod) which are able to be used in supplier selection

under supply chain management in holels are revieııed. Al lhe end af lhe lheoretical reyiew, it has

been concluded ıhat the menıianed lechniques for selection of suppliers could be applied, but might be

relatiye according ta the establtshment and product. Moreoyer, despite the disadvqnlage thaı

application of a single supplier selection technique in halel managemenls may lead lo an ignore of
clifferent criterias in supplier selectioı1, il's been delermined thılt the wllole feasibility of above

menlioned techniques for supplier selection mighl incre(lse the effectiyeness in Selection of right
supplier for hotel managements in selectioı1 of supp]iers.

Kel,ıuords Selection of Suppliers in Hotel Managemenls, Techniques for Supplier Seleclion-

INTRODUCTION

Today's contemporary enterplises should consider a lot of elements and manage them successfully
in order to be successful and continue üeir activities (Fink and others, 2010; 103). Among such

elements, the first one iS the interdependence of companies increasing day by day. Particulaıly, in
oıdeı today's complicated products (tourism, car, electronic devices etc.) to be able to be produced,

hundreds of İaw materials aıd semi_finished goods have to be procured, tIansform into product by

getting processed and then reached to hundreds of different maıkets (Zouaghi and others, 2010;214) .

Since such activities are able to be implemented by a single enterprise, interdependence between

suppliers, ploduction companies, distrubutors and final sellers are increasing. A hitch within one of
such companies shall be experienced in different levels for all other entelprises. Therefole, the

enterprices have become dependarıt to each other The only possible way to effectively manage this

dependancy is with suppiy chain management 1Özceylan and Çoşkun,2008; 77-78).

Selection of supplier has become one of the most important issues in literature for the companies

in frame of suuply chain management (Monczka and others, 2009; 41). One of üe most prominent

decisions to be made by enterprices is the selection of suppliers. The process of supplier Se]ection,

which is a multiple criteria decision that includes quantitative and qualitative cıiterias, has the

characteristics to be a critical decision process who has a gıeater prominence today (Sarjami and

Caccetta, 2010;1,24). Particularly in the recent times, due to rapid developments in technolory and
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gowing competititon envilonment depending upon globaliZation, it has become indispensible for the
enterpfises that their suppliers' perfornıances should be successful as well as theirs, for them to be able
to make last replies to their customcü,s' deınands. Thus, it's only possible for the enterpriscs 1o

produce low cost and quality ploducts by selecting the right supplier (Ferreira and Andre, 2010;221).

Selection of the right supplier provides suitable cost for product purchasing and deveiopment of
competitive advantage is positively affected as well. The activity of supplier selection is a concIete
factor which almost pfovides analytical approach to al1 the problems of enterprises and pıevent th]m
to occur ıı]ost times (Chan, 2003;3549). It becomes obvious that the supplier selection includeı; a
complicated process since non-conclete criterias are used as well as the concrete ones for supplier
selection in order to be made effectively (Ghodsypour and O'Brien, 2001 ; 19).

SUPPLY CHAIN I\LANAGEMENT AND SELECTION OF SUPPLIERS IN
HOTEL NtrA.NAGEMENTS

Supply chain management is available in enterprises which produce services as well as the orıes
which produce goods. The impoftant point here is that the compiexity of supply chain differs from
sectoı to sectol (Karasu, 2006; 11). Thus in enterpıises which offer accomodation services, sup1,ly
chain manageıırent has become more prominent since the raw matelials to be used for production zıre
not be able to be stoIed for a long time and thus purchasing is made regularly (Kothari arıd otheıs,
2005;369).

The stratery of supply chain management differs from the strategies at company levels, because
since the sftategies al company levels require the coofdination of inner processes, supply chain
management requires the coordination betweeıı the ınember companies of supply chain for all
plocesses. Therefore, achieving the purposes for supply chain management starates/ depends on t]ıe
coordination among the companies (production development, income increasing, reduction of workiııg
capital and fixed capital amounts, reduction of operating costs, increasing of market shale, customer
satisfactioıı etc.) and commitment to be luIfilled 1Ünüvır, 2009; 567).

The supplier of selection process has a great prominence for hotel managements produciııg
complex products as well as for the other enterpıises at least, Supplier of selection affects the
superiority of hotel managements, theiI costs, customeİ Satisfaction; and since the ploducts generat§)d
in hotel ırıanagements direct]y affect the consumers' everyday lif'e; it plays an important role ]n
sustainability of iife fuııctions. In this frame, supplier selection in hotel managenents is a moı,e
complicated and delicatc issue than in the otheı, enterprises (Saı,loğları and Avcıkurt, 2010,349).

The ünost conveniant supplier in terms of hotel managements is the supplier who provides the
higl,ıest functiona|ity in terms of managemelüt's customer aı,ıd the most compatib]e one. The ıetuıned
ploducts to the most compatible supplier is within normal liır-ıits. This condition of supplier shows that
the poweı balance is oıı the purclıaseı,'s side or tlıere is mutual solidatity available. ]n ternrs of hotı:l
managements, the wolst supplier is tI]e one who can not provide the desierd functionality and the
required con,ıpatibility. The retuned ploducts are above norıııal limits. This condition of supplie,r
shows tl,ıat the power balance is on tl,ıe suplier's side. Adequate but non-compatible supplier may
provide 1he functioı,ıality that the ııranagen,ıent needs, but is not Satisfactoly in coııapatibility (ilhar,
2009; 60).

Since hotel managements aıe enterprises offering complex products, due to approximately 300ı)
items being used in service production, they ale mole impoltant than the othel sectors. Being able t,ı
produce quality products among that much product range is only possible by selecting effectivı:
suppliers. The stafategies to be able to be used in selection of suppliers under supply chaiıı
management in food-beverage companies have strengths and weaknesses when compared to eacll
other. Increasing such strenghs and minimazing weak points ııay diffeı depending upon thı:
consistency of tlüe enterprice's supplieı,selection policy (Sarıoğlan aüıd othels, 20l0; l04). And in thiı;
study, the techrıiques (l4odelling of Decision Tıee as the Expeı1 System in Supplier Selection, Procesı;
of Analytical Hierarchy in Selection of Suppliers, Process of Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy in Selectiorı
of Suppiiers, Model of Supplier Selection According to Different Product Groups, Selection oı'
Suppliers with Blurry Axiomatic Design, Selection of Suppliers with Data Enveiopment Method)
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which are able to be used in Supplier selection under supply chain maİagement in hotels have been

reviewed.
Techniques for Selection of Suppliers to be used at Hotel Managements

Selection of the right supplier is an important decision problem since the suppliers, which are one

of the most important elements of the supply chain, have to be in a quali§ that is Suitable for the

strategy of the enterprise and shall take the enterpİise to its taİgets. If a supplier can be a part of a

well-managed and well-designed supply chain, the competitiveness of the whole supply chain may

increase (Özel and Öryörük, 2001; 415). Since hotel managements ale the maıagements that offer

complex products, apploximately 3000 items of products are used in service production. Being able to

produce quality products among that much product range is only possible by selecting effective

suppliers. The starategies to be able to be used in selection of suppliers ıınder supply chain

management in hotel managements have strengths and weaknesses when compared to each other

(Sarıoğlan and Avcıkurt; 20l0). Increasing such stIenghs aıd minimazing weak points may differ

depending upon the consiStency ofthe enterprice's supplier selection policy (Boer and Wegen, 2003).

And in this study, the techniques (Modelling of Decision Tree as the Expert System in Supplier

selection, process of Analytical Hierarchy in selection of suppliers, process of Fuzzy Analytica]
Hieraıchy in Selection of Suppliers, Model of Supplier Selection According to Different Pfoduct

Gıoups, Selection of Suppliers with Bluny Axiomatic Design, Selection of Suppliers with Data

Envelopment Method) which ale able to be used in supplier selection under supply chain management

in hotels have been reviewed.
Modelling of the Decision Tree as System in Supplier Selection of Hotel

Managements

This modelling used in supplier selection is a technique in which computer aided decision making

and expert systems as an extension of it have been informed and which depends on a model

developing regarding decision of a supplier selection under supply chain that is a field of production

and management as an example of modelling expert systems by using decision tree. Decision theory

has been focused on being able to be designed as an expert system in a way to support the experts of
supply management by ıeviewing the problem structure of supplier selection in expert system design

and supply chain management, and discussing such approaches together. The discussed approach is a
candidate for information both being defined completely and qualitative by using decision trees and

reached to more exact so]utions that a supplier relations, expert can fulfill (Öz and Baykoç, 2004.2,7 5).

ln the light of such data, in hotel managements, it is considered to be effective in solving a problem

such as supplier selection which entailS to express acertain decision flow as successive and interactive
pro"..r", und finally demands to explain the reason of the decision taken (Öz and Baykoç, 2004;

28 5).
Analytical Hierarchy Process in Supplier Sel€ction of Hot€l Managements

Analytical Hierarchy Method, which is commonly used in supplier selection, is one of the

methods that provides to make selection between altematives in multi criteria decision proceSSes. The

aim of this method that was developed by Saaty in 1971 is to reach optimum solution by arranging üe
problem in a hieratchical structuıe made up of purpose, criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives.

According to saaty, ,,Analltical Hierarchy Method is a measurement theory related to deriving of
dominant priorities from paired cornparison of homogeneous elements according to a common criteria

oI chaIacteristjc" (Lui and Hai 2005; 310). Analytical hierarchy method has the power of presenting a

complex, multi-crtiteria and multi-person problem in a hierarchical stıucture and aıalyzing those by

reviewing every level separetely and then combining them (Huang and Keskar, 2007 ;512).
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BEST OF SUPPLIER SELECTION
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Figure-1: Decision Hierarchy for SeIection of Supplier

Source: Haq and Kannan, 2006;829

Analyical hierarchy method is an iııpoltant supplier selection teclınique for providing the testirüg
of evaluation consistency in consequence of using both objective and subjective evaluation criteria,
particularly in making very important decisions such as giving priority among the altematives which
are required to be evaluated accolding to ır,ıulti-critcria (Eraslan and AIgün, 2005; 98). Analytical
hierarchy method is a decision :naking nethod that is used in solution of complex problems which
include more than one critefia. AnaIytical hierarchy method enables decision makers for modelling tıf
complex problems in an hierarchical structure that shows the re]ation between the problem's main
taIget, criteria (criteria/ attributes/objectives), sub-criteria and altelnativeS. The most importarıt
characteristic ofanalytical hierarchy method is that decision maker is able to include both his objectiıe
and subjective ideas to the decision process. In other words, analytical hierarchy method is a method
in which inforııation, experience, thoughts and visions of individuals are combined logically
(Kuruüzüıı,ı and Atsan, 2001; 84).

Figure-2: Analytical Hierarchy Process Hierarchy Model
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The feasibility of analytical hierarchy process for supplier selection in hotel managements may

differ depending on üe product quali§. But since there are complex products aıe available in hotel

managements and apptoximately 3000 items of products are required, the feasibility of analytical

hierarchy process may be limited.
Fuzry Analytical Hierarchy Process for Supplier Selection in Hotel Managements

The Fuzzy Analytical Hieıarchy Process techrıique can be considered as arı advanced techıique
that is developed from Analytical Hieraıchy Process which is a well-known analytical instrumentused
in modelling of unconfigured problems in various fields such as social, economic aıd administrative

sciences (Akman and Alkaı, 2009;32). Fuzzy logic is a method which aims to bring the huma-rı-

spesific characteristic of elastic decision making to the machines. Because in the real 1ife, solutions are

evaluated aS partly right, or right or wrong to a certain probability. Fuzzy logic, as the name Says, is to

pıovide the feasibility ofrules oflogic elastically or f,,ızz\|y. ]t softenes the true or false, yes or no, or

sudden transitions such as l and 0 in classical logic (Erümit, 2007; 8). In multi-criteria decision
making problems, despite the consistency of Analytical Hierarchy process in considering both

numerical aıd qualitative criteria, it adds the judgements, fuzziness and iuncertainity arıd indefinite
judgements of the decision maker in traditional Analytical Hierarchy Process methods. Although the

aim of Analytical Hierarchy Process is to reveal the knowledge of experts, traditional Analytical
Hieraıchy Process methods still can not reflect human mentality. ln Analytical Hierarchy Process,

since the base of priorities are the pelceptional judgements of the decision maker (and üis is
particularly light for conditions rı,hich have no physical appealaıce and are intangible), f,ızzy AHP are

producing more successful results (Zhu aıd others, 1999; 450).

Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process is an effective and active problem solving method. Fuzzy
Analytical Hierarchy Process cuts the problem into pieces and solves in an hierarchical structule.

Deciİion pıoblem may include sociaJ, economic, technical and political factors (Özdağoğlu. 2008; 68).

Because Bluıry logic principles come into front by its supeıiority in explaination of the uncertainity
capacity. The theory isalso eligible for the feasibility of mathematical operations and proganıming in
fuzzy area (Sofyalıoğlu, 2009; 8). In classical set, in case the elements included in a set belong to such
set, theiİ membership degree is assumed as equal to 1, and if they do not belong, as equal to 0.

Howeveı, a f|z4 set is defined with a function that has a membership degree each ofwhose elements

differ between 0 and 1. Such membership degİees present continuity for a fızzy set. Presentation of a
fuzzy set is expiained by crossing out the symbol (Günden and Miran,2008; l97).

It is assumed that in supplier selection for hotel managements, the acceptabiliiy ıate of fuzzy
analytical hierarchy process is high since its field of application does not avoid the uncertanities, jn

spite ofthat, its efficiency offeasibility may be low since its parametric variables can not be estimated

exactly. But since the effecting of hotel managements from extemal environmental conditions is high,

its level offeasibility is high as well.
Supplier Selection With Fuzzy Axiomatic Design in Hotel Managements
Axiomatic Design is a design method which was developed to make the design field scientific for

products, systems arıd plocesses. It defines the design with the interaction of the questions "what do

we want to perform" and "how do we perform", ]t is to create a scientific basis for designs and

develop the design activities by supporting the designer with processes and instruments of rational
thought. The most important concept in design wiü axioms is the existence of the a-xioms. The

second one is to cleate product designs and provide a proportional basis to select the best anıong the

esatblished solution alternatives (Özel and Özyörük, 2007;416-417). Such axioms are as follows (Sü,
1998;205-201):

. Axiom-l (Axiom of Independency): It can be expressed as to provide the sustanability of
independency of the functional needs. In an acceptable design, a design parameter (DP) can be

arranged in oldel to provide the related functional requirement without affecting the other functional
requirements (F1).
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. Axionr-2 (Axion of Inforııalion): It can be defined as to minimize the content of information.
Tlre best design to provide the Axiom of Independency of altemative designs is assumed to hav: a
minimunr information content.

Axiom of Independency defends that the independency of functiona] needs iF1) which can be
defined as the nrinimum number of independent functional needs that charactefises design purposes
should be pıotected continiously. When tu,o or more functional need is available, design solution must
provide each functional need without affecting the othel functional need. And this means the selectjon
of a design parameter set which provides functional needs and is able to pIotect their independencies.
Axiom of Infoımation defends that the best design is the one which has the minimum information
content among the designs providing axiom of lndependency. Because the information content is
defined with terms of probabiliŞ and at the same time, the most likely design to take place according
to the second axiom is the best design (Sulr, 1998 - Özel and Özyöı,ük, 2001 417 - Özeiı,2007). Wirh
the fıızzy axiomatic design, supplier selection in hotel managements shall able to be applied in
consequence of big revisions. Thus the feasibiiity of fuzzy axiomatic design for supplier selection in
hotel maıagements shall be able to be possible with manageı,nent policy to be determined as focused
to right Supplier selection.

Supplier Selection With Data Enveloping Method (DEA) in Hotel Managements
Data Enveloping Method (DEA), which is a paıaıı-ıetlic method (Kaynar arıd others, 2005; 3 8), iüi a

mathematical programming techıique that calCulateS the relative activity of decision units undeI multi-
criteria (Ramanathan, 2006; 1290). Data Enveloping Method was fiıst presented in 1978 by Charntıs,
Cooper and Riodes as a mathematical pıogıamming method which includes multi inputs and multi
outputs, and evaluates the relative activities of decision making units (KVB). Each unit that is
evaluated 1br its capability to convelt inputs to outs in order to be used for applications in vario,.ıs
fields are called Decision Making Units (KVB) (Adler and others, 2002;250). When considering tJıe
whole activity anaiyse, there appeafs a lot of factors affecting relaibiliry of the values found f]ır
decision units which are evaiuated as non-active. Tlre reasons for being non-active includes no:ı-
inclusion of some input and output factofs to the model, evaluation of nonhomogeneous decision units
together, availability of factofs which the admnistrator can not control and non expression ofthose jn
nrathematical model as necessary (Kaynar and others,2005; 38-39).

DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) is a linear pıogramming based techıique which aims ıo
measule the relative performance of decision urıits arıd used in conditions where inputs and outpu:s
measured with different scales or which have different scale units force to compare (Kazançoğlu,
2008; 128). Alternatives are evaluated out of benefit (output) and cost (input) criteria. An activity or
efficiency of an alternative (a supplier) is determined by ratio of weighted output total (feturn of the
supplier) to weighted input tolaI (the cost reSulting with supplier's selection). Data enveloping melhod
enables the enterpdses to classify suppliers as efficient and non-efficient by finding the optimurn
weights for each supplier (Boer and others, 2001; 80).

hr VZA activity evaluation, which is an activity/peformance evaluation ııethod, the formula fcr
ıatio ofweighted output total to weighted input tota] is as loIlows (Kaı,akoç Deveci, 2003; 2):

J (unit activi§,) =

Weighted output Total ulYlj + u2Y2j .' ... _.. + usYs.j

Wcighted Input Total V]X]j + V2X2j + ...... + vnıXılj

us : s. weight of output

ysj :Amount ofs output ofunitj.

It is deemed aS impoltant particularly in supplier selection in which multiple factors slrould be
considered (Sezen, 2004). This characteristic of data enveloping system is to provide validity in hote]
managements. Thus it is an important supplier selection technique that should not be avoided iı
supplier selection for hotel ııanagements where general, econonric, social, cultural and cyclical
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conditions chaıge. In today's globalising woıld in which rapid changes take place, supplier selection

fof hotel managements shall be able to have a quite bfoad application field by data enveloping

techıique in providing competitive advantage and pıoducing quality products.

CONCLUSION
Although the concept of supply chain method is a new concept for hotel managements, it'S been

determined that it's definitely a prominent management model. And it's been determined that the möst

crucial point in feasibility of supplieı selection in hotel managements is the supplier selection. And the

right supplier selection increases the efficiency of supply chain management. In this study, it has been

concluded that in order to implement service pıoduction with quality, low cost and competitive in

hotel maıagements, it,s necessary to supply chain management effectively, and efficiency for supply

chain management can be made possible by selection of right supplier.
The efficiency for supply chain management is that different techniques ale able to be apPlied for

selection of the right supplier. Such techniques may differ according to establishment purposes of
hotel managements, their management policies, capital structules and management Structures. Each

supplier selection techıiques being able to be implemented in hotel managaments have superior and

*"it sid.. to each other. In this frame, it's been concluded that in supplier selection techniques for

hotel managemehts, it's fequired to apply a mixed supplier Selection stalategy by focusing on the

advantages ofal1 techıiques (Modelling ofthe Decision Tree as System in Supplier Selection ofHotel
Management, Analytical Hierarchy Process in Supplier Selection, Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process

in Supplier Selection, Supplier Selection With Fuzzy Axiomatical Design Supplier Selection With
Data Enveloping Method) instead ofapplyingjust one techrrique,
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